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Sublimation Metals: The “Hard” Truth  

Some of the most popular, yet least understood products are metals! Many people use the 
metals but do not really know the difference between the options on the market today. There are 
clear differences between them and being more familiar and informed is going to lead to not only 
better outcomes for you but hopefully more profit in your pocket! This article will explain the 
difference in the metal and hopefully give you the understanding you need to be successful with the 
metal products!   

 

Brand Options  

In the sublimation world, there are four basic types of sublimatable aluminum. Suppliers may 
have different names for them but they are basically Unisub, Dynasub, Supermetal, and Econosub. 
There are different qualities in each metal as well as separate uses where each metal can give you 
the best result!  

The most popular metal is the Unisub line. The Unisub aluminum comes in white only with a 
.045 or .030 thickness. The popularity stems from the fact that the coating on the aluminum is the 
most durable on the market. The durability comes from a harder coating that is placed on the 
aluminum. The coating also makes it resistant to scratches and contains UV inhibitors. Unisub also 
has a line called Chromaluxe which comes in a silver and white with an .045 thickness. Chromaluxe 
coatings are a little thicker than the standard sublimation aluminum and work excellent in the photo 
industry as larger full-colored wall pieces.  

Dynasub is a close second to Unisub. At .020 thick, this midgrade aluminum holds the same 
image quality as Unisub but does not cost as much. Dynasub is used anywhere from award type 
applications to name badges. It is virtually the same material as the Supermetal except the grain is a 



littler darker and deeper in the Dynasub. It comes in three different colors; white, bright gold, and 
satin silver.  

Supermetal is a high quality lacquered aluminum that was developed specifically for the 
sublimation industry. Supermetals work excellent as high end awards and many different 
identification applications. They allow for a very nice full color option at a lower cost than the 
Unisub. Another beneficial difference between the Supermetal and Unisub is the ability to shear it 
with excellent results. The Unisub coating is hard so it makes the material more susceptible to chips; 
where as the Supermetal’s coating is softer allowing for great shearing ability. The Supermetal line 
comes in five different finishes: Bright Gold, Bright Silver, Brushed Gold, Brushed Silver, and Brushed 
Copper.  

The last most economical option is the Econosub line. This line is only produced in white and 
its best use is in large runs where a low overhead cost is a necessity. However, it does not carry the 
same durability as some of the other options. It is used mainly indoors for wall type signage.  

 

Sublimation Process  

The process for all of the metals will be somewhat the same across the board. There will be 
however, a few minor differences when you are doing the Unisub metal compared to the others. 
One of the most important steps that will stay the same through all kinds of metal is to “preheat” 
your transfer. When printed, transfers contain a certain amount of moisture which comes via the ink 
on the paper. The best way to dry the transfer out is to close your empty, heated press for around 
15 seconds or so, heating the bottom sponge pad. Once open place your transfer on the pad and let 
the residual heat dry the transfer and ensure there isn’t any moisture remaining. Without doing this 
you risk the chance of ruining metal pieces because if there is moisture in your transfer, pressing it 
onto a piece of non-porous metal will leave the moisture no choice but to find a way out, creating a 
“ghosting” on your finisher piece.  

To do a standard piece of Unisub you will take the steps as follows; begin by placing the 
metal face down in the transfer and adding a small amount of tape to keep it stable. Then, lay the 
transfer (with the metal taped to it) transfer side up on the press sandwiched between two pieces of 
blow-out paper to catch any stray gasses. Once the dwell time is up, SLOWLY open the press and let 
the transfer cool for about 20 seconds to account for the heat of the metal and to minimize any 
chance of ghosting by ripping the transfer off while it is still hot enough to sublimate, ghosting your 
image. Once you remove the material, place on a cool plate or other surface and let it cool 
completely down to room temperature.  



When pressing the other metals, the idea will remain the same with one major exception. 
When pressing these metals, you will use a heavy-duty paper towel in place of sheets of blow-out 
paper. Under the heat and pressure of your heat press, the paper towels will conform to your metal 
pieces and fill in any imperfections the piece may have. This is especially important with these 
metals as they are made more economically and finding small imperfections is not uncommon. The 
metal will also be done face down at a light pressure allowing for a better image transfer without 
burning the top coat. Since the coating on these metals is a lot softer than that of Unisub, heating 
through the back will allow for a quality transfer without the harsh conditions of being directly 
touching the platen.  

 

Conclusion 

A bright, vibrant image on a piece of sublimation aluminum can be very eye catching and 
bring a lot of customers to use your business. Aluminum can be used in many different applications 
to bring a full color image to a normal plaque, including a beautifully pressed image that can be 
engraved also to give it that same feel without sacrificing full color. To produce a plaque plate in full 
color with your customers’ logo and placing it on a plaque base will give you the edge competitors 
cannot match. With a little creativity, you too can be creating excellent pieces for excellent profits!  


